I Do See Color: Shedding
Light on Race Play
Stephanie Lykes, MPH

Learning Objectives
• Discuss types of race play and how they are performed
• Discuss various motivations and reasons for engaging in race play
• Provide insight on factors that influence decisions for engaging or
rejecting play from the African-American perspective in the United States

Content Notice: This presentation contains graphic language and
imagery of a racial, sexual, and violent nature.

WHY???

Race Play:
Overview

Race Play: What Is It?
• The re-enactment and staging of oppressive
racist relations in a sexual context
• The most taboo of all taboo, the edgy of
edge play
• Incorporates settings, roles, racist slurs and
practices, intertwining race, sex, and sexuality
• Any gender or racial background that may
or may not coincide with actual identity

Performing Race Play

Chattel Slavery:
African-American
slaves and
colonizers

Asian Typecasts:
Native-American
savages; Indochina
and white women

WWII Atrocities:
Holocaust victims
and Nazis

Racial Subjugation:
“Thugs” and
”The Man”

Race Play in America
Culture of violence and (repressed) sexuality
For African-Americans, race play is a representation
of American fascination with sexual violence and the
Black body
Sexuality historically positioned to ideal of “Whiteness”
and defined against Black body

Race Play:
The Appeal

What’s the Big Deal?
To embrace…
• The appeal in the taboo
• Participation does not mean that players
are racist, self-hating, or suffering from
internalized racism

• People are reduced to a fetish and erases the
humanity of the objectified player
• Disrespects the plight of African-American
ancestors

• Play is a vehicle to exorcise one’s racist
demons

• Exploitative of victims who lacked agency and
free will

• Capable of lessening the power of racism by
“owning it”

• White supremacy reigns; thus, no power can
be gained
• Amplifies harmful racial stereotypes
• What would other people of color say?

…or reject.

I was once asked to dress like a gang member and forcefully rape
a White woman. [It] had always been a fantasy of hers to be "taken
by a Black thug." She wanted me to hit her, rip her clothes off…call
her a "White bitch", brandish a gun…threaten to kill her if she
screamed or resisted. [My] paranoia kept making me think that…I
would inevitably end up in jail for it. I'm enough of a realist to
understand that the police would NEVER believe me over a White
woman if she decided to change her story and say it wasn't
consensual. RochNYsub, M

As a sub or babygirl depending
on my mood, feeling protected
and valued is very important to
me, and I'm going to have
serious doubts about the feelings
of someone that can look at me
as less-than. – AtomicRose, 39F

Race play? We can do
it if you insist. But you
might not like which

seat has your name
on it. – ixxxistforHim

What appeals to Me about it is the fact that it IS a part of our
sexual nature. AMP_Sir_Ez, 54M

My experiences with it are
mostly from my years as a
phone sex actress…and
nothing was more difficult for
me than verbally

dehumanizing black (or
Jewish) men on the phones.
Perpetuating stereotypes
never felt fun or sexy to me.
CuckingHimSoftly, 43F

For some reason "white
bitch" bothers me less than
"slavery play." None of it sits
well with me honestly. I don't
derive pleasure from
mocking or minimizing the
crimes committed against my
ancestors. AlexanderThe, 30M

Problematic Privilege of Race Play
• The concept of race play and its appeal is steeped in historical,
political, and cultural issues unique to the US, many of which play
out in present day
• While these issues are omnipresent for most African Americans,
others have the privilege to ignore race-related problems

The Taboo is in the History
• African-American sexuality historically subjugated and eroticized within
the United States
• They lacked sexual agency over the Black body both during and
post-slavery under threat of physical harm
• Lynching of African-American men to exert state violence
• Continued sexual assault of African-American women without
legal repercussions

Race is the preeminent pleasure of our time. The White
body, a form of desire; the Black body a form of pleasure.
- Anthony Paul Farley

The Taboo is in the History
THE BLACK BUCK

THE JEZEBEL

• A threat to white female purity

• Counterpoint to white female purity

• Incapable of suppressing inherent savage
and animalistic tendencies

• Sexually promiscuous by nature

• Deserving of justifiable, excusable violence
and oppression
•
•

Lynching post-slavery
State-sanctioned brutality, murder

• Uncontrollably violent
• Projections of hypersexuality
• Extension of the Big Black Cock

• Uncontrollable lust similar to men
• Deserving of sexual violence and breeding
• Incapable of being sexually violated or raped

Race Play:
Engagement

Intersectionality of Race Play
HISTORICAL
VIOLENCE
Alternatives
to sexual
repression
Race
Play

SEXUAL
POLITICS

Rebirth
through
shame

Control over
past trauma

RACISM

Reasons to Engage
In race play, racism is placed at the nexus of arousal and titillation,
and provides a vehicle to express both shame and desire

Provides a
healthy and safe
space for
“controlled”
racism and
excitement
through
transgressive
pleasure

Provides a
means for
historical
redemption

Participants can
gain control
over trauma
(both present
and past)

Like BDSM,
allows for
psychological
revitalization
through shame

What it Means to Engage

Race Play:
Benefits…?

Race Play as the New Mode of Healing?
• Address Post-traumatic Slave Syndrome
(PTSS) (Dr. Joy DeGruy)
• Race-based intergenerational trauma
• DNA altered by sustained, chronic stress
(National Institute of Health)

• Overcome stereotypes by living them out
loud
• Stereotypes are examined and critically
assessed, removing their power
• Highlights the social construction of race
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Proponents of Play
Choice:
Mollena Williams

Transform:
Ariane Cruz

Freedom:
Jennifer Nash

“I can go into the Big Ass
Ice Cream Parlor of Racism

“Consent can function to

“Black pleasures are not
outside of, but embedded

and have a sample spoon,
and leave. […]

I’m not trapped there being
force fed the Rocky Road

Ice Cream of Oppression
until I am sick.”

transform the…pain of black
abjection into…rapture and
affective agency within the
[‘safety’] of kink.

Race play demands that we
consider how…legacies of
racial sexual violence…
complicate consent while
shedding light on the...ways
that we ‘consent’ to violence.”

within, the violent
structures that mark daily

life...sometimes in ways that
are unnerving, unsettling
or politically troubling.
Sexual world-making and
political world-making go
hand in hand…black political
and…sexual freedom are
one and the same.”
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